Abstract. We identify the G(R)-orbits of the real locus X(R) of any spherical complex variety X defined over R and homogeneous under a split connected reductive group G defined also over R. This is done by introducing some reflection operators on the set of real Borel orbits of X(R). We thus investigate the existence problem for an action of the Weyl group of G on the set of real Borel orbits of X(R). In particular, we determine the varieties X for which these operators define an action of the very little Weyl group of X on the set of open real Borel orbits of X(R). This enables us to give a parametrization of the G(R)-orbits of X(R) in terms of the orbits of this new action.
Introduction
The celebrated Sylvester's law of inertia for non-degenerate real quadratic forms in n variables can be interpreted as a parametrization of the GL n (R)-orbits in the real locus of the set of non-degenerate complex quadratic forms equipped with the real structure defined by the complex conjugation of matrices.
The set of non-degenerate complex quadratic forms is an instance of a complex symmetric space, a homogeneous space X = G/H under a reductive complex algebraic group G with H being the fixed point set of an involution of G. A description of the G(R)-orbits on the set X(R) of real points of any symmetric space X defined over R was obtained in [CT] by the authors via Galois cohomology, in the spirit of a previous work of Borel and Ji [BJ] . The method employed in these works makes essential use of the polar decomposition for symmetric spaces.
In the present paper, we are concerned with the more general class of spherical varieties, i.e. irreducible algebraic varieties acted on by a reductive group G in such a way that they contain an open orbit for any Borel subgroup of G. In particular, we give a parametrization of the G(R)-orbits in X(R) for any spherical homogeneous G-variety X defined over R provided that G is a split connected reductive group defined over R. Contrary to the aforementioned work, the approach followed here does not use Galois cohomology, it is geometrical.
Our parametrization builds mainly on the study of the real locus O max (R) of the open orbit in X of a split Borel subgroup B of G, with particular focus on its set of B(R)-orbits. In the case of non-degenerate real quadratic forms in n variables, the orbits of the real upper triangular matrices are parametrized by n-tuples of signs ± and this identification is equivariant for the natural actions of the symmetric group of degree n on the set of these orbits and on the set of such tuples. This naturally leads us to also investigate the existence of an action of the Weyl group of G on the set of B(R)-orbits of X(R) for any spherical X.
In Section 2, by considering the local structure of X, we obtain a parametrization of the B(R)-orbits of O max (R) in terms of tuples of signs ± (Proposition 4).
In Section 3, we study the orbits of any minimal parabolic subgroup of G(R) on X(R). This enables us to determine when two B(R)-orbits of O max (R) lie in one and the same G(R)-orbit of X(R) (Proposition 11). Based on this description, we introduce an action of the simple reflections of the Weyl group W of G on the set of B(R)-orbits of X(R).
Next in Section 4, we precisely identify when the simple reflections acting on the set of open B(R)-orbits of X(R) satisfy the braid relations of W . Specifically, we show that the simple reflections define an action of the very little Weyl group of X (for a definition see §4.1) on this set only if X belongs to a certain class of spherical homogeneous varieties (see Theorem 15 and Remark 19) . Finally, for these alluded X, we get a parametrization of the G(R)-orbits on X(R) in terms of the orbits of the very little Weyl group of X on the set of open B(R)-orbits of X(R) (Corollary 16); this result may be regarded as an analog of Sylvester's law of inertia.
In Section 6, we further investigate the existence problem for an action of the Weyl group of G on the set of B(R)-orbits of X(R). Theorem 36 is a partial answer to this problem: we prove that the actions of the simple reflections of W define an action of W on the set of B(R)-orbits in X(R) with maximal rank. This is achieved also for the aforementioned peculiar X but instead of verifying directly that the braid relations hold, we relate the real B(R)-orbits of maximal rank to the real cotangent bundle of X(R) via conormal bundles in such a way that the action of W becomes manifest. This approach has been inspired by the work of Knop [Kn3] where an action of W on the set of B-orbits of X is constructed. The part of this work with which we are concerned is reviewed in Section 5.
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Notation and basic material
The ground field is C. Complex algebraic varieties and groups are identified with the sets of their complex points. For an algebraic variety Y defined over R, we let Y (R) be its set of real points and we denote the complex conjugation map defining the real structure on Y by y →ȳ unless otherwise specified.
Algebraic groups and Lie groups are written with capital Latin letters and their Lie algebras with respective lowercase German letters. The identity component of an algebraic (Lie) group H is denoted by H
• . Throughout, G is a split connected reductive algebraic group defined over R. The complex conjugation on G is denoted by σ : G −→ G, σ(g) =ḡ.
Given any H ⊂ G, we denote the set of elements of H fixed by σ with H σ . We fix a split maximal torus T ⊂ G and a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G containing T . Both subgroups are defined over R. Let U be the maximal unipotent subgroup of B and W = N G (T )/T be the Weyl group of G.
Recall that an irreducible variety X equipped with an action of G is called spherical if any Borel subgroup of G has an open dense orbit on X. As originally proved by Brion and Vinberg independently, this property is equivalent to X having finitely many orbits for any Borel subgroup of G (see e.g. [Kn3, 2.6] ).
Henceforth, we let X be a spherical homogeneous G-variety defined over R and O max be its open B-orbit. The complex conjugation on X is denoted by
We assume X(R) = ∅ and we fix a base point x 0 ∈ X(R). We may choose x 0 in the orbit O max . Let H be the stabilizer of x 0 in G. Note that H is a subgroup of G defined over R.
Conversely, suppose X = G/H is spherical and H is defined over R. Then X admits a unique real structure µ compatible with the action of G (i.e. µ(gx) = σ(g)x for all (g, x) ∈ G × X) and such that x 0 is real w.r.t. µ. Namely, µ is the real structure given by
The automorphism group of X acts on the set of real structures on X by conjugation. Note that the group of G-equivariant automorphisms of X is isomorphic to N G (H)/H with N G (H) being the normalizer of H in G.
Open real Borel orbits in the real locus
The real locus X µ = X(R) is a smooth real analytic manifold of real dimension equal to the (complex) dimension of X: it is a totally real submanifold of X. It decomposes into a disjoint union of finitely many orbits of G(R) = G σ (see [Se, Chap. III, 4.2 and 4.4] ), which are Zariski dense in X as well as open and closed in the classical Hausdorff topology of X µ . This implies readily
Consider the following parabolic subgroup of G:
Note that P contains B. Furthermore, Z may be chosen to be defined over R.
We call such a Z a slice of X. Throughout this paper, we take Z to be defined over R. Theorem 2 is known as (the generic version of) the Local Structure Theorem. There are several known constructions of a slice, due to Brion-Luna-Vust [BLV] , Knop [Kn1] et al. For us, Knop's construction, which we will review later (see Proposition 25), will be relevant; in particular, it implies readily that the slice may be chosen to be defined over R.
Corollary 3. Let Z be a slice of X defined over R. Then
is a torus acting freely and transitively on Z. By choosing the base point x 0 in the real locus Z µ , we may identify Z with A via the orbit map. Let 2 T (resp. 2 A) be the subgroup of T (resp. A) consisting of the elements of order ≤ 2. While identifying Z with A, we denote the finite subset of Z µ corresponding to 2 A by 2 Z. Let us choose compatible bases ε 1 , . . . , ε n and m 1 ε 1 , . . . , m r ε r (m i ∈ N, for i = 1, ..., r) of the character lattices of T and A, the latter being a sublattice of the former one. In the coordinates provided by these bases, the quotient map T → A, identified with the orbit map for the T -action on Z, is given by the formula (t 1 , . . . , t n ) −→ (t Proof. By considering the bases chosen above, we note that the T σ -action on Z µ varies the absolute values of all coordinates arbitrarily and alters the signs of the coordinates corresponding to odd m i . The proposition follows readily.
Proposition 4 improves Proposition 5.3 in [AC] where an upper bound for the number of (T σ )
• -orbits of X µ is given while considering some peculiar X. 
Simple reflection operators on real orbits
Let B(X) and B(X µ ) denote the sets of B-orbits on X and B σ -orbits on X µ respectively. In this section, after recalling the action of any simple reflection of W on B(X) as defined by Knop in [Kn3] , we introduce an action of any such reflection on the set B(X µ ). Consider the set of simple roots given by B and T . For a simple root α, let s α ∈ W be the corresponding reflection and let P α denote the corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup of G, that is P α = B ∪ Bn α B, with n α ∈ N G (T ) being any representative of s α .
3.1. Complex case. Take O = Bx in B(X) and consider its P α -span P α O = P α x. Without loss of generality, we may assume that O is open in P α O.
Let (P α ) x be the stabilizer of x in P α . Note that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of B-orbits in P α O and the set of (P α ) x -orbits in P α /B ≃ P 1 . Explicitly, to a B-orbit O ′ = Bx ′ with x ′ = gx and g ∈ P α , there corresponds the (P α ) x -orbit of y = g −1 (∞), where ∞ denotes the point [1 : 0] ∈ P 1 identified with the base point of P α /B. This correspondence preserves codimensions and the closure ordering.
Let Q x denote the image of (P α ) x under the homomorphism P α → Aut P 1 = P GL 2 ; it is the quotient of (P α ) x which acts effectively on P 1 . Up to conjugation, one of the following cases may occur.
(P) Q x = P GL 2 acts transitively on
Here Q x acts transitively on
Here Q x acts transitively on P 1 \ {0, ∞} and fixes both 0 and ∞. Then
Here Q x acts transitively on P 1 \{0, ∞} and permutes 0 and ∞. Then P α O = O∪O 0 , where O 0 is a B-orbit of codimension 1. Given O ∈ B(X), the type of the simple root α (with respect to O) will refer to the different situations above.
Remark 6. For the sake of convenience, we will replace the group Q x , in types (T) and (N), by its conjugate P SO 1,1 (C) and P O 1,1 (C), respectively. Accordingly, the points 0 = Symmetric spaces. We give a characterization of the types of simple roots in case X is a symmetric space. This will be of importance later; see Corollary 38.
Before stating this characterization, we recall a few well-known facts about the structure theory of symmetric spaces; see e.g. [Ti, §26] for a review. Let X = G/H be a symmetric space, i.e.
• for some non-identical involution θ of G. As proved by Vust [Vu] , symmetric G-spaces are spherical G-varieties.
Let T 1 be a maximal θ-split torus, namely a torus on which θ acts as the inversion and which is maximal for this property. Set L = Z G (T 1 ) and take a maximal torus
is a maximal torus in G which is θ-stable. Let us choose a parabolic subgroup P of G having L as a Levi subgroup and such that θ(P ) = P − as well as a Borel subgroup B of G such that T ⊂ B ⊂ P .
The root system of G with respect to T is thus acted on by θ and the roots α of (G, B, T ) are subdivided into real (θ(α) = −α), imaginary (θ(α) = α), and complex (θ(α) = ±α) roots. Real and complex positive roots are mapped by θ to negative roots.
Generators e α of the root subspaces g α can be chosen in such a way that θ(e α ) = e θ(α) . The Lie algebra of H is
with h α,θ(α) being generated by e α + e θ(α) and being "diagonally" embedded in g α ⊕ g θ(α) . From the Iwasawa decompostion g = p u ⊕ t 1 ⊕ h, ones sees that the base point x 0 (with stabilizer H) lies in O max and that P is the maximal parabolic subgroup of G stabilizing O max . Let n ∈ N G (T ) and x = nx 0 . Given a simple root α of G, we have (P α ) x = P α ∩ nHn
and nHn −1 is a symmetric subgroup of G corresponding to the involution θ x = ι n θι −1 n , with ι n being the conjugation by n. The torus T is thus preserved by θ x and nT 1 n −1 is a maximal θ x -split torus hence we may consider root types with respect to θ x .
As shown below, the advertised characterization will follow from the next observation.
Remark 7. Let Y = P α x and let L α denote the Levi subgroup of P α containing T . Consider the quotient map π :
where z is the image of x under this map. The stabilizer (L α ) z is the image of (P α ) x under the morphism
Observe that the B-orbits in Y are the preimages under π of the B α -orbits in V ; this correspondence preserves the configuration type in the sense of §3.1. Here B α stands for the
Proposition 8. Let X be a symmetric space. Take n ∈ N G (T ) and let x = nx 0 . 
Proof.
(1) Note that in this case (L α ) z contains one of the root groups U α or U −α , depending on which of U ±θx(α) is contained in (P α ) u .
(2) Note that L α is θ x -stable, (L α ) z equals L θx α up to connected components, and θ x preserves the derived subgroup of L α and the connected center
Following [Kn3, §4] , we define an action of the simple reflection s α on the set B(X) by setting, accordingly to the type of α with respect to O ∈ B(X):
In loc. cit., Knop proves that these reflection operators satisfy the braid relations. 3.2. Real case. To define an action of the simple reflections on the set B(X µ ), we start by describing the configuration of the B σ -orbits in
Similarly as in the complex case, there is a bijective correspondence between the B σ -orbits in P σ α O and the (P α )
Note that R x is not just the real locus of the image Q x of (P α ) x in P GL 2 : the groups R x and Q x (R) coincide only up to connected components. More precisely, (P α ) x projects onto an algebraic subgroup of the Levi subgroup L α of P α containing T whereas R x is the image of the real locus of this subgroup of L α . Since L α is isomorphic to the direct product of a torus with SL 2 , GL 2 or P GL 2 we may consider the real locus of an algebraic subgroup in SL 2 , GL 2 or P GL 2 instead.
The types (P), (U), (T), (N) subdivide into "real forms", depending on the conjugacy class of R x .
In types (P) and (U), there is no subdivision, namely the configuration of B σ -orbits is the same as in the complex case, whereas the types (T) and (N) both subdivide into three subcases.
(
with r 2 being the group (of order 2) generated by
Here R x acts transitively on P 1 (R) \ {±1} and fixes 1 and −1. Therefore P
σ -orbits of codimension 1. (T2) R x = P SO 1,1 (R) acts on P 1 (R) with four orbits: two fixed points 1, −1 and two open semicircles. Hence P
Here R x acts transitively on P 1 (R) \ {±1} and permutes 1 and −1. Therefore P 
In the next sections, we will determine when the simple reflections acting on the set of B σ -orbits in the real loci of B-orbits of maximal rank define an action of the (very little) Weyl group W .
Question 10. When do the reflection operators define an action of W on the whole set of
In view of the above discussion on the P σ α -spans of B σ -orbits of X µ , the next proposition immediately follows from the fact that G σ is generated by its minimal parabolic subgroups. 
Action of the very little Weyl group
In this section, we start by collecting a few notions from the theory of spherical varieties, after which we determine when the actions of the simple reflections introduced in Section 2 define an action of the very little Weyl group of the given spherical homogeneous space X.
4.1. For the recalls freely made in this subsection, the reader may consult [Ti] for a survey.
Let Ξ(X) denote the weight lattice of X, that is the set of weights of the B-eigenfunctions in the function field C(X) of X. The rank of the lattice Ξ(X) is called the rank of X.
Set
given by the map χ → v(f ) where f denotes a B-eigenfunction of C(X) (uniquely determined up to a scalar in C × ). The map v → ρ v is injective; this map identifies V(X) with a convex co-simplicial cone (still denoted V(X)) in N Q (X). There thus exists a minimal set Σ X of primitive elements in the lattice Ξ(X) such that
The set Σ X is called the set of spherical roots of X.
Hereafter L X denotes the Levi subgoup of the parabolic subgroup of Kn5, Prop. 2.3, Cor. 5.3] ). The types of simple roots w.r.t. to O max are characterized by the spherical roots of X as follows.
(1) α is of type (P ) if and only if α is a root of
The valuation cone V(X) of X is a fundamental domain for a finite reflection group, the little Weyl group of X.
Let W (X) be the stabilizer of the orbit O max with respect to Knop's action of the Weyl group W (Theorem 9). Note that the Weyl group W L X of L X is contained in W (X) . The group W (X) is the semi-direct product of W L X with the group
where S X is the set of simple roots of L X . According to Theorem 6.2 in [Kn3] , W X is the little Weyl group of X.
We call the subgroup of W generated by the simple reflections contained in W X the very little Weyl group of X.
A set of generators for W X was first given by Brion (see e.g. Theorem 7 in [Br] Proof. This follows readily from Proposition 11 and Theorem 15.
To prove Theorem 15, we need some preparation. Let us assume for a moment that the acting group G is simply connected. We thus write G = G 0 × S with G 0 being simply connected and semisimple and S being the connected center of G. Let B 0 be the Borel subgroup of G 0 such that B = B 0 × S.
Let H 0 be the projection of H onto G 0 so that H ⊆ H 0 × S. We consider the image H 
We have a sequence of equivariant maps
where the second map is a finite covering. Although the homogeneous space G Lemma 17.
(1) There is a bijection between the set of B σ -orbits in G σ /H σ and the set of B Proof of Theorem 15. We shall prove that the braid relations are verified for any two given simple reflections as in the theorem. We first proceed to a number of classical reductions.
We start by noticing that to check braid relations for two given simple reflections s α and s β , it suffices to check braid relations for the quotient P α,β O max /(P α,β ) u which is homogeneous under the Levi subgroup associated to α and β. This enables us to consider only groups G of semisimple rank 2. We also observe that while replacing G by a finite cover G, the orbits of G σ and of
and B σ → B σ not always being surjective. Finally, by Lemma 17, it suffices to check the braid relations for
In the remainder of the proof, we thus assume G to be simply connected and semisimple of rank 2.
We now list the homogeneous spherical G-varieties, after recalling a few more notions and facts; for details and references, one may consult [Ti] . The complement of O max consists of finitely many irreducible components, each of which being B-stable. The normalizer N G (H) of H in G acts naturally on the set of these components. The spherical closure of H, denoted by H is the kernel of this action; H obviously contains H and G/H is a spherical G-variety.
By a result of Knop ([Kn4, Theorem] ), G/H is a wonderful G-variety. Proof. Let us recall that for any wonderful G-variety Y , the weight lattice Ξ(Y ) is generated by the set of spherical roots Σ Y of Y . It follows that rk Y equals the cardinality of the set Σ Y , and in turn, rk X = 2 if X is wonderful. A list of subgroups K of G such that G/K is wonderful is thus contained in Wasserman's classification of wonderful varieties of rank 2 in [Wa] . The first assertion thus follows from a careful check of the lists given therein. As for the second assertion, recall that H ⊂ H and that Ξ(G/H) ⊃ Ξ(G/H). From this and Wasserman's lists, we get H = H · Z(G). The lemma follows.
Since the weight lattice of X has rank 2, by Proposition 4, there are either one, two or four open B σ -orbits in X µ . Specifically, there is/are one, at most two or at most four open B σ -orbit in X µ whenever G/H is of type A6, A7, G4 and G5; C7, C8 (1st) and C9 or A1, A8, C4, C8 (2nd) and G1, respectively.
Let now check braid relations. Let us first consider the actions of the simple reflections on σ -orbits then the simple reflections are acting as two commuting involutions. Taking their product to an even power thus yields the identity hence the braid relation holds in this case. We are thus left to consider the cases where there are four orbits. Below, we explicitly work out the wonderful cases A8 and C8 (2nd) individually. The remaining cases (which are symmetric spaces) can be analogously handled; we may also refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 36 and Proposition 8 for a more unified proof.
C(8)-2nd.
As a model for X, we take the space of all quadruples (ℓ 1 , V 1 , ℓ 2 , V 2 ), where C 4 = V 1 ⊕ V 2 is a skew-orthogonal direct sum of 2-subspaces and ℓ i ⊂ V i are lines. The quadruples are unordered which means that (ℓ 1 , V 1 , ℓ 2 , V 2 ) is identified with (ℓ 2 , V 2 , ℓ 1 , V 1 ) .
The open B-orbit O max ⊂ X is given by the inequalities
where x i , y i are the Plücker coordinates of ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , and x ij , y ij are the Plücker coordinates of V 1 , V 2 with respect to the standard symplectic basis (e 1 , e 2 , e −2 , e −1 ) of C 4 . Note that, since P 2 = P ⊥ 1 , the Plücker coordinates of P 2 are y 1,−1 = −x 2,−2 , y 2,−2 = −x 1,−1 , and y ij = x ij for all other pairs (i, j). The boundary divisor of X in the product of two partial flag manifolds is given by the equation ∆ = 0 with ∆ = x 1,−1 + x 2,−2 = −y 1,−1 − y 2,−2 which expresses the condition that the symplectic form ω vanishes on P 1 = P 2 .
Let
and f α 2 generate the multiplicative group C(X) (B) . In particular, we have
The B σ -orbits in O µ max are represented by x a,b as above with a, b ∈ R ∪ iR. They are distinguished by the signs of f α 2 and f
. It transforms the Plücker coordinates of ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 accordingly: x −1 → x −1 − sx −2 , y −1 → y −1 − sy −2 and preserves x −2,−1 , D and ∆. We get
It follows that the action of u −α 1 (s) with s ∈ R may alter the sign of f α 2 whenever a, b ∈ R and preserves it whenever a, b ∈ iR. Similarly, u −α 2 (s) ∈ U −α 2 acts on C 4 by (z 1 , z 2 , z −2 , z −1 ) → (z 1 , z 2 , z −2 + sz 2 , z −1 ). It transforms the above defined polynomials in Plücker coordinates by . We conclude that the reflection operators act on open B σ -orbits as depicted right below
Since the reflection operators commute, the braid relations for C 2 are satisfied.
Case A8. Here G = SL 2 × SL 2 and H = H 0 · Z(G), where H 0 is a Borel subgroup of SL 2 diagonally embedded in G. An explicit model for X = G/H is given by the space of all triples
with the first (resp. second) factor of G acting on the first (resp. second) copy of P(C 2 ) and on P(GL 2 ) from the left (resp. right).
Let B be the upper-triangular Borel subgroup of G. Then the open B-orbit O max on X is distinguished by the inequalities y 2 = 0, a 21 = 0 and x 2 = 0 (with obvious notation).
Since H is self-normalizing, there is a unique real structure on X (by [AC] ), namely the obvious one on the above model. The two G σ -orbits on X µ are distinguished by the sign of det A and the two open B σ -orbits in a given G σ -orbit are distinguished by the sign of a 21 x 2 y 2 . Clearly, the action of each simple factor of G may alter this sign. Hence both reflections s α 1 and s α 2 interchange the two open B σ -orbits in each of the two G σ -orbits. Therefore the simple reflections commute and the braid relation of type A 1 × A 1 holds.
It remains to examine the braid relation for the reflection operators acting on
, in case H admits a diagonalizable quotient group. We assume that H σ 00 is not the real locus of a spherical subgroup of G (otherwise, we fall in the previous situation) and that H is the Zariski closure of H σ 00 . By checking the lists in [Wa] , we get that G/H is of type A6, A7, C4 (1st), C7, C8 (1st), G4 (both) or G5.
The cases A6 and A7 are excluded by assumption. For the cases C7, C8 (1st) Case C4-1st. G = Sp 4 , H = GL 2 and X = G/H is a symmetric space. We consider, as model for X, the space of pairs (V, V ′ ) of complementary Lagrangian subspaces in C 4 . Since the equivariant automorphism group N G (H)/H of X has order 2, there are two real structures on X: µ 1 (V, V ′ ) = (V , V ′ ) and µ 2 (V, V ′ ) = (V ′ , V ). The real locus X µ 2 consists of all pairs (V, V ) with V being a Lagrangian subspace of C 4 containing no real vectors. Then κ(v, w) = ω(v,w) defines a non-degenerate skew-Hermitian form on V . The four open B σ -orbits in X µ 2 are distributed between three G σ -orbits which are distinguished by the inertia of κ. Here H σ equals the unitary group U 2 or U 1,1 hence it is connected and therefore coincides with H σ 00 . The real locus X µ 1 is identified with the space of pairs of complementary Lagrangian subspaces of R 4 on which G σ = Sp 4 (R) acts transitively. Note that H σ = GL 2 (R) and H σ 00 = GL 2 (R)
• is the group of 2 × 2 matrices with det > 0. A model of G σ /H σ 00 is the space of all quadruples (V, R + δ, V ′ , R + δ ′ ) where δ and δ ′ are nonzero 2-forms on V and V ′ , respectively, adjusted so that δ ∧ δ ′ = ω ∧ ω holds. The open B-orbit O max of X is defined by the inequalities (B) . In particular, we have x a,b = (V, V ′ ) ∈ O max with V = e −1 + ae 1 , e −2 + be 2 , V ′ = e −1 − ae 1 , e −2 − be 2 , ab = 0, and
max are represented by x a,b as above with a, b ∈ R and are distinguished by the signs of f 2ω 1 and f 2ω 2 or, equivalently, by the signs of a and b. Note that the matrix g = diag (−1, 1, 1, −1) . We work out only the first C4 case; the second case can be similarly handled. Here we rather argue directly on G/H with G = G 0 × S rather than on G 0 (with the notation in the beginning of 4.2).
Without loss of generality, we assume that G = G 0 × T 0 with G 0 being a semisimple group and T 0 being a maximal torus of G 0 and H being given as follows. 
The action of T on Z is described as follows: given t = (t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ T and x ∈ Z with x = u −α 1 (a 1 )u −α 2 (a 2 )t 0 x 0 (a i ∈ C × and t 0 ∈ T 0 ), we get
The action of T σ on Z µ thus preserves the signs of each a i · α i (t 0 ), i = 1, 2. If G 0 is of adjoint type then these signs form a complete system of invariants separating open B σ -orbits by Proposition 4. To understand how any simple reflection s α i acts on each B σ -orbit, it suffices to look at open B σ -orbits meeting a curve u −α i (s) x (s ∈ R) with x ∈ Z µ . A straightforward computation for i = 2 shows that
and analogously for i = 1. The action of U × α i may thus alter the sign of a i ·α i (t 0 ) but preserves the signs of a j · α j (t 0 ) for j = i. It follows that the action of s α i on the set of open B σ -orbits changes the i-th sign in the 2-tuple of signs mentioned above. Thus s α 1 and s α 2 act on the set of 2-tuples of signs as generators of an elementary abelian 2-group of order 4 which is compatible with the braid relation of type G 2 .
Remark 19. The braid relation fails indeed in case A6 but not in case A7, as we now show.
The reasoning conducted in the case G4 in the last part of the proof of Theorem 15 is still applicable for the case A6 since the group H is of the same form. This shows that the braid relation is not satisfied for the case A6 since the simple reflections satisfy relations are not compatible with the braid relation of type A 2 .
In 
Weyl group action: the complex case
Reflection operators defined in 3.1 induce an action of the Weyl group W on a certain subset of the set B(X) of Borel orbits of X. This is a particular case of a result proved by Knop in [Kn3, §6] by relating certain B-stable subsets of X to the cotangent bundle of X; we recall Knop's results below focusing on our setting, that is on a spherical X. 5.2. Since we are interested in B-orbits, we may reduce our considerations to the case where X is quasi-affine. Indeed, embed the G-variety X equivariantly into P(V ) for some G-module V and consider the punctured cone X ⊂ V over X. The variety X is a spherical homogeneous space for the group G × C × . Moreover, there is a natural bijection between the Borel orbits in X and X preserving the types of the P α -spans in the sense of 3.1 and compatible with the reflection operators.
In the sequel, we assume X to be quasi-affine.
5.3. The cotangent bundle T * X of X comes equipped with the canonical symplectic structure and the induced G-action on T * X is Hamiltonian. In particular, there exists a moment map Φ : T * X → g * , which is defined by the formula Φ(ψ), ξ = ψ, ξ x , ∀x ∈ X, ψ ∈ T * x X, ξ ∈ g where ξ * stands for the vector field on X naturally induced by ξ.
We identify g * with g via a G-invariant inner product on g. Then ·, · in the left hand side of the above formula may be regarded as the inner product, rather than the pairing between g * and g. The moment map Φ maps T * x 0 X isomorphically to the annihilator h ⊥ ⊂ g * of h and
is nothing else than the action map. Namely, let g * ξ ∈ G × H h ⊥ denote the class of (g, ξ) ∈ G × h ⊥ , then Φ(g * ξ) = gξ (the (co)adjoint action). There is a natural closed immersion
Clearly, U ⊂ T * X is the disjoint union of the conormal bundles of all U-orbits in X. The set of U-orbits in X subdivides into finitely many foliations, each of which consisting of the U-orbits in a given B-orbit O ⊂ X. Therefore U is a disjoint union of finitely many locally closed subvarieties U O ⊂ T * X, where U O denotes the conormal bundle of the foliation of U-orbits in O.
Note that dim U O = dim X + rk O, because each conormal bundle has dimension dim X and rk O equals the dimension of the foliation of U-orbits in O by Lemma 20. 
Recall the definition of the torus
Moreover, such a g is unique (for given ζ and ζ ′ ) up to translation by Z G (a).
Proposition 22 ([Kn1, 3.2, 3.3] ).
Proof. It follows from the Local Structure Theorem that the orbits of U, P u , and
Consider the solvable Lie algebra p u + a. Given any ξ ∈ p u + a, its semisimple part is P u -conjugate to the projection of ξ to a. But z g (ζ) = z g (a) = l for any ζ ∈ a pr (here the quasi-affinity is used, see e.g. [Kn1, 3 .1]), whence ζ cannot be the semisimple part of some ξ ∈ p u + a with a nonzero nilpotent part. It follows that p u + a pr = P u a pr = P a pr consists of semisimple elements and is contained in Φ(U Omax ), by surjectivity of U Omax → a and P -equivariance of Φ. By G-equivariance of Φ, we get (3). Also we get Φ(U Omax ) = p u + a.
We conclude the proof of (1) and (2) by noticing that U and p u + a are B-stable closed subsets of T * X and g, respectively, whence their G-spans are closed, too.
5.6. Consider the following Cartesian square:
The horizontal arrows are the quotient maps by the actions of W , the action on the top being naturally induced from the bottom by the base change.
Lemma 23 ([ Kn3, 6.5]) . The irreducible components of T * X map onto T * X and are transitively permuted by W .
The subvariety U lifts isomorphically to a subvariety U of T * X by the mapping ψ → ψ = (ψ, ζ), where Φ(ψ) = η + ζ ∈ u ⊥ = b = u ⊕ t. By U O , we denote the image of U O in U. It follows from Proposition 22, (1) that U Omax is contained in a unique irreducible component of T * X; we denote this component by T * X and call it the polarized cotangent bundle. Thanks to Proposition 22, (2) and (3), and Remark 21, the image of T * X in t * /W contains the dense open subset a pr /W (a), where
is a finite group acting freely on a pr . We call the preimages of a pr /W (a) through the various maps under consideration principal strata and denote them by adding the superscript pr to the underlying domains. In particular, we have
where the union is taken over representatives of left cosets in W/N W (a). The map T pr X → T pr X is anétale finite covering. The variety T pr X is smooth, open and dense in T * X, but disconnected in general. The connected component
Omax is open in T * X. The map T pr X → T pr X is anétale Galois covering with Galois group the little Weyl group of X [Kn1, §3] .
The stabilizer of the polarized cotangent bundle
is the Weyl group of L; W L fixes T * X pointwise, whereas W X acts on T * X effectively.
Proposition 24. The set Φ −1 (a pr ) is a smooth closed subvariety of T pr X and its connected components are transitively permuted by N G (a). There is a unique connected component
. This yields the claim about Φ −1 (a pr ) and its connected components. The variety T pr X contains the open and closed subset
This isomorphism can be proved as follows. First, note that T pr X × a pr /W (a) a pr consists of points of the form (g * ψ, ζ) with Φ(ψ) = ζ ∈ a pr . Besides, we have
pr , where S is the unique connected component of
∈ S and ζ ′ = w ζ, with w being the image of n in W (a). But then (ψ, ζ ′ ) ∈ T pr X, whence w ∈ W X and n ∈ N X .
Proposition 25. For general ζ ∈ a pr , the set 
Besides, the Local Structure Theorem implies
where U| Z is the restriction of U Omax to Z. Hence S ∩T * O max and U pr | Z are two cross-sections for the free
Taking the quotient by P u of U pr Omax , we see that S ∩ T * O max ≃ Z × a pr (as L-varieties) and for any ζ ∈ a pr the subvariety S(ζ) ∩ T * O max ≃ Z projects isomorphically onto an L-orbit Z(ζ) ⊂ O max intersecting each P u -orbit in a single point.
For general ζ the flat Z(ζ) is closed in X [ Kn1, 7.8] , whence S(ζ) ⊂ T * O max is a single L-orbit. Under the closed embedding T * X ֒→ X × g * , the closed subvariety S(ζ) identifies with Z(ζ) × {ζ}. This concludes the proof.
From now on, we specify the definition of a pr by passing to an open subset whose points satisfy Proposition 25. All previous statements about principal strata remain valid. 5.7. Let W be the group generated by the simple reflections s of W with relations s 2 = 1. The following theorem gathers Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.4 in [Kn3] . Proof. By Proposition 24, any connected component of T pr X is of the form G× L w S (w ∈ W ). It consists of points of the form ϕ = (g * ψ, w ζ) with ψ ∈ S, Φ(ψ) = ζ ∈ a pr . Note that
where 
is dominant. By B-equivariance and fiberwise linearity of the moment map, it is even surjective. Since Im Φ ∩ (u + w a pr ) ⊂ (Im Φ) pr consists of semisimple elements, we have
. But the latter is a single T -orbit by Proposition 25, whence nS(ζ) ⊂ U pr O . Corollary 28 (of the proof). For any x ∈ Z = Z(ζ) (ζ ∈ a pr ) and any n ∈ N G (T ) we have nx ∈ O = w O max , where w is the image of n in W .
Proof. The claim follows readily from the inclusion nS(ζ) ⊂ U pr O . In particular, for any n ∈ N X and x ∈ Z, we may define another point x ′ = n ⋆ x ∈ Z by the formula nx = ux ′ (for a unique u ∈ P u ).
Question 29. Does this define an action of N X on Z?
The answer is affirmative if each w ∈ W X can be represented by an element of H (e.g., for symmetric spaces): Z is just preserved by N X and the ⋆-action is the usual action of N X on Z.
Weyl group action: the real case
In this section, we extend Knop's action of the Weyl group W (as recalled in the previous section) to the set of B σ -orbits contained in the real loci of B-orbits of maximal rank. We shall show that this is possible only for a special class of varieties that we precisely identify.
6.1. We first observe that the punctured cone construction over X from 5.2 can be carried over R. There is a bijective correspondence between the orbits of B σ (resp. G σ ) on X µ and the orbits of B σ × R × (resp. G σ × R × ) on X µ compatible with the types of P σ α -spans and with the reflection operators, as introduced in 3.2. Thus we may again assume X to be quasi-affine.
6.2. The real structure on X lifts to T * X. The moment map Φ and the fiber product T * X are defined over R. The real locus of T * X is just the real cotangent bundle T * X µ of the real analytic manifold X µ and the real locus of T * X is
It is preserved under the action of W on T * X. The principal stratum T pr X µ is a smooth totally real analytic submanifold of T pr X. Note that the projection T pr X µ → T pr X µ is not necessarily surjective: its image consists
σ (the latter equality stems from Lemma 30 below), while Φ maps T pr X µ to (Ga pr ) σ , which is usually bigger than G σ (a pr ) σ .
Lemma 30. The group G σ acts transitively on the real locus of G/L.
Proof. The Bruhat decomposition implies that every g ∈ G is uniquely written in the form g = uvnl, where u ∈ U ∩ w P − u , v ∈ w P u , l ∈ L, w ∈ W is the shortest element in a left coset wW L , and n ∈ N G (T )
σ is a fixed representative of w. If gL ∈ G/L is a real point, then σ(g) ∈ gL, whence u, v ∈ G σ , and g may be replaced with gl
Proof. Take g ∈ L σ and decompose it as g = th with t ∈ Z(L)
. Let s be a square root of this latter element in the split maximal torus
By replacing t with ts −1 and h with sh yields a decomposition of g with factors in T σ and [L, L] σ , respectively.
6.3. Let O be a B σ -orbit on X µ and O C be the B-orbit on X containing O. The conormal bundle U O of the foliation given by the U σ -orbits in O is the restriction to O of the real
it is open and closed in (U O C ) µ (in the classical topology). Recall the right inverse map U → U of the projection T * X → T * X over U from 5.6 and denote the image of U O through this map by
, are open and closed. They form a partition of T pr X µ :
Recall from Corollary 27 that each connected component of T pr X is of the form
By Lemma 30, the real locus
Under the bundle projection T * X → X, the variety n( w S µ ) maps into O 6.4. In this subsection, we describe the objects previously introduced in case G is of semisimple rank 1 and X = G/H is such that the simple root α is of type (T2).
By assumption,
• , and H projects onto a torus in G/Z(G) ≃ P GL 2 (C). We suppose that B ∩ [G, G] is the standard Borel subgroup consisting of upper-triangular matrices and T α = T ∩ [G, G] is the standard diagonal torus. Furthermore, we choose the base point x 0 such that it is contained in O µ max , H projects onto P SO 1,1 (C) and
σ given by the matrix 0 −1 1 0 .
Let t ⊥ denote the orthocomplement of t 0 = h ∩ t α in t α with respect to the invariant inner product on g. Then we have
The invariant inner product on g may be chosen so that its restriction to sl 2 is the standard trace product (in particular, the above matrix has inner square 2c 2 ) and (z ⊥ , z ⊥ ) = 2c 2 . The moment map Φ identifies T * x 0
are represented in the following pictures. 
such that b = −c and a = −ã (because the adjoint action of n α preserves b and changes the signs of a and c). Proof. Recall the notation set up in §3.1. The moment map identifies T *
where h ⊥ α,θ(α) = e α − e θ(α) being "antidiagonally" embedded in g α ⊕ g θ(α) . In particular, a = t 1 ⊂ h ⊥ . Hence Z = T x 0 = Z(ζ) is a flat for any ζ ∈ a pr and nZ ⊂ w O max for any w ∈ W represented by n ∈ N G (T ). Proposition 8 implies that s ⊥ ⊂ t ⊥ . The corollary thus follows from Corollary 37 together with Proposition 33.
Proof of Theorem 36. We adapt the approach conducted by Knop in the proof of Lemma 6.6 in [Kn3] to reduce the problem to the case of groups of semisimple rank 1.
Recall Remark 7 and the notation set up therein. Take O ∈ B max (X µ ) and let Y = P α O C . The variety Y admits a geometric quotient π : Y → V := Y /(P α ) u with V being a spherical homogeneous L α -variety. As already observed, the B-orbits in Y are the preimages under π of the B α -orbits in V ; this correspondence preserves the configuration type in the sense of 3.1. Furthermore, the rank of the orbits under consideration is also preserved.
Note that the variety Y is defined over R and so is the quotient V . Moreover, P Let V ⊂ T * X denote the conormal bundle of the foliation of the (P α ) u -orbits in Y and N ⊂ V be the conormal bundle of Y . Then V/N ⊆ T * Y is the pullback of T * V along the quotient map π : Y → V and V/N → T * V is the quotient by (P α ) u . We get a commutative diagram
where W α = {1, s α } is the Weyl group of L α . Note that U O C is the preimage of U Q C ⊆ T * V in V and there is a commutative diagram 
